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MEET THE LUNA
Whether you’re looking to start your own photo booth business on a budget, or 

service high-profile corporate events with an interactive, custom-branded activation, 
the modular design of the Luna makes it perfect for any type of event. Start from the 

ground up and build as you grow, or go all in - the choice is yours. 
There are no limits with the Luna.

Developed based off our experience at over 10,000 events per year, the Luna is 

Luna Photo Booth w/ Printer Kit Luna Photo Booth w/ Pro Base Kit



THE LUNA
The classic look of the Luna makes it the perfect photo booth for 
a wedding or any social event.

With Printer Kit:

Without Printer Kit:

$ 5,995 USD / $7,950 CAD

$7,495 USD / $9,900 CAD

Screen 12-inch touch screen

Camera Canon DSLR camera

Lighting Integrated flash with bounce card

Connectivity Wi-Fi

Travel Cases 2 travel/storage cases

Legs Handcrafted birch legs

Branding Panels Optional

Luna OS Photo Software $50/month

Printer DNP DS620A Professional Photo Printer

Printer Stand Handcrafted birch legs w/ aluminum base

Supplies 2 Rolls of 4x6” paper

Travel Case Printer Travel Case 

PHOTO BOOTH SPECS

PRINTER KIT SPECS



HARDWARE

RELIABILITY
We build photo booths that you can
depend on. In the rare occurrence

that something is damaged, our photo
booths are modular which allows

individual components to be easily replaced.

PORTABILITY
The Luna photo booths are exceptionally 
lightweight and can be quickly setup and 
taken down by one attendant. The Lunas 
are designed to fit into almost any vehicle 
and are small enough to be setup even in 

the tightest spaces.

DURABILITY
Luna photo booths are manufactured in 
North America using premium materials 
such as stainless steel and aircraft grade 
aluminum, and will withstand heavy use  

at hundreds of events.



The optional Pro Base Kit allows you to add a second base with 
aluminum legs, an integrated printer shelf and branding panels, 
making it ideal for marketing events.

Add a Pro Base:
+$900 USD / +$1,200 CAD

LUNA PRO BASE KIT



SHARING STATION
The Sharing Station is our solution for maximizing guest throughput 
at busy events. Photos taken by our Luna Photo Booths instantly 
sync to the Sharing Station’s photo gallery, where they can be viewed 
or shared. Moving photo capturing and photo sharing/browsing to 
separate devices allows for more photos to be captured, while at the 
same time minimizing lineups. 

The Sharing Station includes an acrylic banner that can be branded for 
your company, client or event. Luna’s Sharing Station App is included 
with the purchase of enclosure.

The Sharing Station runs on all 2014 or newer 9.7-inch iPads. 
iPad not included with Sharing Station.

$400 USD /
$528 CAD



ACCESSORIES BUNDLE

PHOTO BOOTH ESSENTIALS MARKETING ESSENTIALS

2 Photography Lights w/stands

1 Backdrop Tension Frame

1 Green/White Screen

1 Themed Photography Backdrop

3 Themed Monitor Wraps

1 Sharing Station w/panel (ipad not included) -

$820 USD /
$1,070 CAD

$1,020 USD /
$1,325 CAD



READY TO GET STARTED?

877 577 0566
www.business.tapsnap.net


